
Many large animal welfare orgs
require data submission to SAC
to be eligible for grants. Take it
to the next level by using your
data to apply for other grants!

1. It's FREE!
Not only is it free to participate, 
but you will receive FREE data
tools, like custom dashboards for
your website and downloadable
reports for stakeholders!

2. Grant Applications

3. Future Forecasts
Watch data trends and view
forecasts in order to anticipate your
organization's needs before they
arise. Be proactive instead of
reactive!

4. Win $$$
Keep your data current and 
you could win one of $25,000+ 
in grants SAC gives away
throughout the year.

5. Make Your Animals 
    COUNT

Join thousands of animal shelters
and rescues who have contributed
data to help pets and the people
who love them.

SUBMIT DATASUBMIT DATA
T O  S H E L T E R  A N I M A L S  C O U N T
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Custom dashboards
Show your commitment to transparency and
display your data on your website! Choose
between graphs and tables view, filter by year and
species. Add context to the numbers, promote your
programs and services, and tell individual animal
stories “behind the numbers” — there's no limit to
what you can do! 

Download & export your data
Export annual or monthly reports at any time
from your organization's portal. Use these
reports in executive meetings, presentations
and much more!

Animal Welfare Glossary
The industry is complex and ever-changing. The
Shelter Animals Count Animal Welfare Glossary
unifies the industry by standardizing definitions,
making it convenient and easy to understand
what terms and phrases mean — no
membership required.

Graphics and templates
Subscribe to our e-newsletter to receive not
only reports and tech updates, but bonus
content, including press release templates and
social media graphics!

COMING SOON: Field Services
Database
SAC will soon extend our data collection to
include animal control services! By incorporating
field services, we aim to provide a better
understanding of the support offered to animals
within local communities. 

SHELTER ANIMALS COUNT

Make the most of our complimentary data tools!

WWW.SHELTERANIMALSCOUNT.ORG
info@shelteranimalscount.org


